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Description (revised)
Item Specifics - Home Speakers
Speaker Type: Bookshelf
Brand:
Polk
Cabinet Color: Wood - Dark

Wireless: -Condition: Used

POLK AUDIO SDA-CRS COMPACT REFERENCE SYSTEM
Circa 1980 - Classic Speakers
Here you go, I am still clearing out my basement of tube and electronics stuff. I have two pair of awesome POLK AUDIO
SDA-CRS BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS, and will be selling the best (1) pair of them in this auction. Equally rare is the fact
that I have the ORIGINAL POLK AUDIO BOXES and packaging as well as the Inter -Connecting CABLE all included in
this auction.
These are truly awesome speakers. Please do not take my word for it. Try dumping "Polk Audio SDA-CRS" in to a search
engine and read the comments other owners have written in some of the on-line reviews. These are some of the highest
rated compact bookshelf speakers of all time. These SRS’s are relatively tough to find in this shape and sought after by
those that have heard them once. These speakers are nearly perfect in condition (see my feedback). The cabinets were the

POLK Walnut (Vinyl) and look much better than the black. They have a two 6.5" woofers, two silver dome coil tweeters
and a large passive radiator in the rear. You gotta hear them.
Sadly, Polk has moved on to more modern stuff and just quit making these speakers. Polk Audio still has demand for parts
for these babies. You can join Club Polk Audio on their web site (at no cost) and receive a nice discount on parts in the
unlikely event you do burn out something. After 20 years I only replaced one woofer in all four speakers.
Ok PLEASE read the disclaimer below:
Disclaimer
The following is a big disclaimer that is brought to you by those people who are unwilling to learn, or unable to understand how EBAY
works. We appreciate the majority of you who are bidders who actually follow through with their bids (THANK YOU!!!).
Please ask all questions now, not after the bidding is over. We do not take responsibility for anything we did not mention due to
our lack of knowledge about the specific item.
We guarantee everything to be as we say it is, because we still have not mastered the art of mentioning things that are not
known by us. If you are the expert, we defer to you to figure out everything prior to bidding!!
When sending payment please specify which item it is for I have multiple auctions going at the same time.
It costs the seller money when you back out of an auction, so please do not bid if you do not plan to honor your bid, period.
Negative or non existent feedback will cause me to ignore your bid, unless you email me with your intentions to pay prior to
bidding.
I reserve the right to cancel bids if the above is not followed

Now back to the speakers……….
I was driving these with an high powered ROTEL amp/preamp set-up and was truly impressed with the tight accuracy in
the bass response, the crystal clear high end and mid range voice that shames today’s modern systems. The overall sound
performance is achieved without distortion at any level with a good clean amp/preamp set-up. This small compact system
will blow your mind.
Ok a word of caution!!! You should use a thick cable to connect the speakers to the amp. In addition the speakers also
have a thick phase protected interconnecting cable between them. The "SDA Interconnect Technology" is unique to Polk's
high end (SDA...."Stereo Dimensional Array") reference speakers (read more about it at Polk's web site or
Audioreview.com). Professor Polk believed that stereo home speakers should perform like high end headphones.....i.e.,
TRUE and easily discernible stereo separation.....thus, "SDA Technology" was born.
But I am getting to old to have all this stuff, so I must part with some of it and am clearing most of it out on EBAY. These
will be packed very carefully (insurance is required) and I accept PayPal. Please don't bid unless you're serious. They are
really heavy I would guess 22 pounds per speaker box or more. Also, I'd suggest using the "Buy It Now" option because
they can be bid beyond that relatively quickly.
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Seller's payment instructions & return policy
Buyer must notify seller via email of intention to pay within 24 hours of winning
bid notification. Sold "As Is" . These are in two boxes and are heavy 50 pounds
plus!!!! from ZIP 44145. Buyer will pay all shipping costs at my cost. Pay Pal
confirmation will be required before I send unit. Do not bid before you
understand the terms. You must have positive feedback for me to consider
sale.

Payment methods accepted
prefers PayPal.

eBay recommended services
This seller prefers to be paid with PayPal. Pay fast and get your item
faster! Sign up for PayPal!

Auction payments:

Learn about payment methods.
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